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RBG-300
Cash recycling system

The RBG-300 accelerates back office cash processes in high volume cash locations.
Delivering increased productivity for your staff and reducing the risk of cash shrinkage,
the RBG-300 allows your staff to focus on higher value activities that improve the
customer experience and drive growth for your retail business.

As part of the CASHINFINITY™ solution, the RBG-300 is a high speed, large capacity banknote recycler that
meets the demands of large retail and gaming organizations.
Centralize cash management
Deposit operations such as collecting the sales proceeds of each cashier and preparing floats
(change) are considerably alleviated and enable centralized cash management of the store.
Central control of all store inventories are also available by integrating the network system with
Headquarters/Bank.
Recycle function
The banknote recycling machine allows the use of deposited banknotes for withdrawal. This helps
to minimize cash maintained in the store, resulting in an enhancement of security. Only banknotes
in good condition are recycled, therefore contributing to a reduced jam rate.
Collection drawer
Non-recyclable notes (unfit notes) and excess cash are stored in the collection drawer. This
effectively contributes to a simplified and improved collection process.
High capacity
A total capacity of approximately 14,400 pcs maximum, reduces the frequency of the collection
process and helps to save operational time. By reducing manual cash handling, security can be
strengthened and controlled more stringently.
Auto verification function
Cash contained in the cassette is counted regularly and reconciled with the balance data, and
auto verification is implemented at the time of jam occurrence. Therefore reconciliation of actual
inventory of the machine and the balance data is ensured at all times, enhancing the efficiency of
the verification process.
Denomination cassettes
Different denominations can be set by each recycle cassette. Unrecognized denominations are
stored in the collection drawer for the efficient use of the recycle cassettes. The recycle cassettes
are also removable. By simply replacing the cassette in question, the downtime of the machine can
be kept to a minimum.

Dimensions (W × D × H)
Weight
Function
Operation
Number of recycle modules
Capacity

Collection capacity
Total capacity of banknotes
Deposit
Dispensing
Recognition unit
Currencies
Safe
Other functions
Supply voltage range
Nominal frequency
Approval
Data interface port

16.5" × 35" × 63.2" (420 mm × 890 mm × 1605 mm)
(UL 24 hours)
1,102 lbs / 500 kg maximum
“Follow me” LED sign
15" Touch screen display
5 recycle modules
Free layout recycle module
2,700 notes / recycle (3 of 5 modules)
1,050 notes / recycle (1 of 5 modules)
750 notes / recycle (1 of 5 modules)
4,500 notes (Collection drawer)
14,400 notes
Speed of cash in: 10 notes/sec
Capacity of inlet: 200 notes
Capacity of outlet: 100 notes Speed of cash out: 10 notes/sec
Counterfeit detection
U.S. Dollar
UL 24 hours
Error recovery animation
Terminal PC included
AC120V
60Hz
UL
LAN

*Specifications are subject to change without notice. Please read the instruction manual carefully to ensure
correct equipment usage. All figures, capacities and speeds quoted in this brochure are as tested by
GLORY LTD. They may vary depending on usage conditions and are not guaranteed.
This mark indicates
the product meets Glory’s
environmental standards.

Related solutions...
CI-10

CI-SERVER

CI-100

Compact cash recycling solution,
enabling automated cash handling
at point of sale positions.

Centralized management of cash
throughout a store in the front and
back office.

Fast secure cash
processing and storage
in the back office.
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